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PITCH

We are going to explain math, not as it is taught at school, but as a poetic and mysterious
construction of the human mind. With an emphasis on paradoxes, the non-intuitive aspects of reality that math allows us to grasp. New landscapes, vertigo and great mathematicians will be discovered.
“If people do not believe that mathematics is simple,
it is only because they do not realize how complicated life is !”
-- John von Neumann

EDITORIAL INTENTION
This series of 10x9’ aim to let the curious spectator
discover some mathematical landscapes. To make
him feel that math is part of the thinking, of the
culture... That their imagination is closer to philosophy than to accounting!

Talk about mathematics in
a different way...

To make everyone feel that their imagination is
closer to philosophy than to accounting!

So, rather than focusing on math applied to the
physical world, we will try to show math as a poetic and mysterious construction of the human mind.
Emphasizing paradoxes, the non-intuitive aspects
of reality that math allows us to grasp. To do this,
we need to change perspective and this is the amFor the vast majority of us, math refers to the school bition of Short strolls in the land of math: we will
world: that of step-by-step understanding, learning, discover new landscapes, paradoxes, vertigo...
rule and pop quizzes. No one - or hardly anyone - and some new words.
wants to fall back into this pensum. The problem is,
math as presented at school is, frankly, boring.
And then we will not forget that mathematics is
immersed in a wider cultural landscape, that it has
How to talk about mathematics in a different way? always had a strong connection with philosophy
Obviously not in the school way, not in the allegor- and with the arts: geometry, perspective and repical and fuzzy way of science documentaries where resentation have been linked since at least the Rethe beauty of mathematics is evoked against the naissance, and non-Euclidean geometries shook up
painting with Picasso before transforming physics
backdrop of spiral galaxies...
with Einstein.

Finally, we will also meet some natives: some
mathematicians from the past whose work has illuminated the path to these abstract worlds that
we propose to explore.
We are targeting an audience of young adults who
are curious but not necessarily keen on science.
The challenge will be to go beyond the audience of
young male students who are the usual clients of
“science” Youtubers.
We will also be careful to avoid cultural references
that are too geeky, which could exclude the more
diverse audience we would like to reach. On the
contrary, we will try to show math as belonging to
the field of culture in general and not only to that
of technology.

NARRATIVE PRINCIPLES

A metaphor = the journey to the land of math

Instead of adopting the textbook point of view, we choose the with the clichés of the tourist clip and the ethnographic documentravel guide point of view. We are tourists! One discovers new tary. We visit fabulous landscapes... We meet great mathematical
landscapes, paradoxes, vertigo :
figures of the past... And to counterbalance this largely male portrait gallery, we consider rather a female voice-over.
• Passages from a real landscape to an abstract landscape
• Jumps forward or backward in time
A guest mathematician
• Visits from other worlds
Each episode, we will meet a mathematician from the past, who
• Use of a map to find our way through the story.
will be represented in animation on a collage basis. This character
will have a double function: to place the subject in the history of
The narration will be handled by a voice-over narrator who speaks mathematics and science, but also to humanize the story by adding
“at our level” and takes us on a journey of discovery of the world he some biographical details.
knows without being completely part of it. His commentary plays

THE FIRST
6 EPISODES
How can one be irrationnal ?

Irrational numbers have been known for at least 25
centuries, it’s time to get started! It all goes back to
Pythagoras (-580/-495) and to this diagonal whose
square is equal to the sum of the squares of the
sides... It is be-cause of this diagonal that the well
ordered world of natural integers and fractions will
have to widen to accommodate monsters like pi
and √2.

Integrating/deriving (Newton and infinitesimal calculus)

Mathematicians have always relied on images to explain their work to the public but also
to represent it to themselves. We will therefore draw from this stock of images by adding
a plastic and “spectacular” concern to the purely pedagogical use they usually have.

Towards infinity... and beyond.

Let’s go for a short stroll to discover a gigantic
world...
We will discover numbers where the billion is a
crumb... And we will learn how to measure the infinites. And I say the INFINITES since we know since
Georg Cantor (1845/1918) that infinity exists in several sizes.

The law of the smallest.

It all starts as a strange conspiracy: the number 1 is
overrepresented in the population of numbers! This
For a long time mathematics was a static science, a is true on the labels of the supermarket downstairs;
Greek temple of per-fect proportions. It was about it is also true in the deepest part of the universe.
This statisti-cal quirk helps us understand two comregularities and constants.
Then, with Newton and Leibniz, motion crept into plementary visions of the world: the first is linear,
the picture thanks to an invention that brought the second logarithmic.
change into the field of mathematics: infinitesimal
calculus.

The prisoner’s dilemma

Polar ambience. A robbery has gone wrong, you
and your accomplice are interrogated by the police.
You have two choices: either you cooperate with
the detectives by denouncing your partner, or you
keep quiet.
In this stressful situation, this optimum alternative
is strangely not the best option. Fortunately, John
Nash and his game theory are there to guide us in
our thinking.

Poincaré and his conjecture

In 2006, Grigori Perelman overcame Poincaré’s conjecture, a problem that had been open for more
than a century at the time and whose resolution
had a price tag: a million dollars! What is behind
this “millennium pro-blem”? The journey will take
us through borderless squares and four-dimensional spaces.
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